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Publisher’s Note
The 2016 show, to be held in
Las Vegas, Jan. 19-21, is part of the
third annual Design & Construction
Week™ (DCW), a co-location of
IBS with the National Kitchen &
Bath Association’s (NKBA) Kitchen
& Bath Industry Show® (KBIS).
DCW 2016 will also include two
partner events: The International
Window Coverings Expo (IWCE)
and The International Surface Event
(TISE). All IBS registrants will have
access to the exhibit floors of all of
the shows held as part of Design &
Construction Week!

top manufacturers and suppliers
covering 500,000 square feet of exhibit
space will pack the IBS show floor
with the latest and most innovative
products. Attendees who purchase
the full conference registration option
will also have access to more than 120
education sessions covering the latest
techniques and trends in the building
industry, as well as other exciting
education features.
Kicking off this year’s show is
Tonight Show host and stand-up

comedian Jay Leno, who will serve as
the keynote speaker for the opening
ceremonies.
It is my pleasure to feature Jeff
Wood of Jeff Wood Construction.
I’ve had the privilege of working
with Jeff in the AHBA. He’s a great
guy with a story to tell and he builds
beautiful homes!
Enjoy,
April Becquet

More than 1,300 of the industry’s
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Jeff Wood

Loves the Building Industry
By Kathy Bowen Stolz

You know that saying, “When you
love your job, you never have to work
a day in your life”? Well, builder Jeff
Wood is one of those guys who never
goes to work, even though he’s on the
job for about 10 hours every day.
“I pop up before the alarm goes
off, which I never did when I worked
in other jobs. Some people might
even think I’m a workaholic. I never
played sports as a child; I just always
worked a lot. I like projects where I
can stand back and say, ‘Look what I
did,’ and have something to show for
my efforts,” the owner of Jeff Wood
Construction, LLC, declared.
At age 40, he is one of Lafayette’s

new generation of young builders
with a reputation for building quality
homes.

sites wasn’t exactly what I wanted
to do, but I knew I wanted to be in
construction.”

“I like pretty much everything
about building. I wouldn’t change jobs
even if I could. In fact, I don’t think
I could ever retire from building,
although I might slow down one day.”

He set his sights on becoming a
builder himself someday, although
he detoured into lawn and
landscaping, owning Woods’ Grounds
Management for a number of years.
His dad encouraged him to work
toward his dream and helped him get
a jumpstart as a builder; Jeff started
his Lafayette-based company in 2003
when he was 28.

Wood was exposed to building
through his father, who was in
real estate and who also did some
construction in Jeff ’s home town of
Morgan City. Jeff came to Lafayette
to attend the University of LouisianaLafayette where his first job was
cleaning up work sites for a local
contractor. “Cleaning construction

Now Jeff Wood Construction builds
an average of 10 homes a year, with
the business being pretty evenly split
between spec homes and presold
Continued on Page 12
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Re-engineering Antiques: Reclaimed Wood Finds New Life
as Eco-friendly Engineered Planks, Panels
Can an engineered floor or panel
be eco-friendly? That’s what the
staff members of Pioneer Millworks,
the world’s leading reclaimed wood
company, asked. They decided to do
something green about it. Spending
several years in research, they’ve
developed what they believe to be the
world’s most eco-friendly engineered
flooring and paneling. It’s all sourced
and manufactured here in the United
States in a way that’s healthy for
their clients, their employees and the
environment.

“With so many floors installed
over radiant heat and concrete or
below grade, we set out to meet that
need, providing the highest quality,
maintaining our commitment to the
environment and offering reclaimed
products unmatched by any fresh
sawn wood,” explained Jennifer
Young, Pioneer Millworks’ general
manager.
Pioneer Millworks staff begins
by finding the wood, mostly in the
states (and from a few reliable sources

outside the states) from structures
that have outlived their usefulness,
including dilapidated agricultural,
industrial and educational buildings
and from food and drink industry
vats, to name a few.
Once in Pioneer Millworks’ nineacre yard, workers remove all metal
artifacts by hand from the wood
timbers and planks. Inside their mill,
workers use various saws, planers,
and molders to create 3/16-inch
thick wear layers of the antique
wood. They carefully maintain
original patinas, saw marks, ferrous
staining and other signs of the wood’s
previous life.
Workers adhere the wear
layers with a no-Volatile Organic
Compounds (VOC), formaldehydefree adhesive to a Forest Stewardship
Council® (FSC)-certified substrate.
The wear layer, also FSC certified, is
a 3/16-inch layer of reclaimed wood,
allowing more sanding/refinishing
than most engineered wood floors.
Pioneer Millworks offers the wood
unfinished or prefinished — the
customers’ choice. Its precision
tongue and groove cuts allow easy
installation whether nailing, gluing
or floating. It also matches Pioneer
Millworks’ solid flooring, providing
seamless consistency from sub levels
to upper levels. Its pre-fabricated
paneling is cut to specification with no
trimming or re-sizing necessary.
The products are LEED-point
eligible, which can help a builder
reach platinum certification.
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Both the flooring and panels
are crafted in Pioneer Millworks’
Farmington, NY, or McMinnville,
Ore., facilities.
The World’s Most Eco-friendly
Engineered Flooring and Paneling
is available in almost all of Pioneer
Millworks’ 50 plus species/grades,
including its most popular product,
Settlers’ Plank.
“Settlers’ Plank is our best
selling product because it has more
personality, more signs of previous
life than any other antique wood,”
said Carolyn Bailey, a wood expert
at Pioneer Millworks. “The same
character that makes this floor
coveted is also what makes it so
challenging to use as engineered
flooring. If it were easy, everyone
would be doing it.”
Settlers’ Plank celebrates original
wear marks, knots, saw marks, nail
holes and the wood’s naturally
occurring vagaries which create a
warm, relaxed appearance. It’s 100
percent sourced in the United States.
Settlers’ Plank is offered in mixed oak
or mixed hardwood species, in widths
of 4 – 6 inches with end-matched

The original surfaces are carefully maintained to create Pioneer Millworks’ Settlers’ Plank grade, a mosaic
of reclaimed mixed hardwoods salvaged from dilapidated agricultural structures. Engineered Settlers’ Plank
has 3/16” wear layers, no VOC’s, and is made in the USA.
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tongue and groove and in random
lengths up to eight feet long. Prices
range from $12 to $16 sq ft.
“When you think about the wood’s
history, you see why it’s so prized.
The timbers Settlers’ Plank is sourced
from were cut in the late 1800s from
trees that probably started to grow in
the 1600s. Now, after 100 plus years
of supporting buildings, the ‘new’
planks begin anew, offering history,
the beauty of tighter growth rings,
greater stability and deeper patinas,”
added Bailey.

Unlike Pioneer Millworks’ products,
most engineered floors on the
market today aren’t manufactured
in a comparable way, Young stated.
Others use high VOC glues,
non-eco platforms (plywood) and
high-embodied energy necessary with
overseas manufacturing. And to top it
off, most offer a too-thin wear layer,
almost always with extreme beveled
edges and a factory finish.
For more information contact us:
info@pioneermillworks.com or
pioneermillworks.com
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ibs 2016
DISCOVER THE BUILDING UNIVERSE
january 19-21

Las Vegas

IMPROVE YOUR BUSINESS IN JUST 3 DAYS AT IBS 2016!
Invest in your future and get the tools you need to become an
industry leader at the 2016 NAHB International Builders’ Show®
(IBS). Learn from some of the industry’s best speakers, see live
construction demos by leading experts and explore top manufacturers
and suppliers–all at the building industry’s biggest event. You just
can’t beat this incredible value!

NAHB MEMBERS GET EXCLUSIVE REGISTRATION DISCOUNTS!

BuildersShow.com

#IBSVEGAS
AD2116
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Continued from Page 7

homes. “Ten homes a year is a good
pace for me. I’m at a comfortable
level. I’m the main person in my
company, and I’m at the job sites
every day. I do the walk-throughs
with the clients and the subs. I’m
so used to doing everything myself
that I’m afraid if I ever hired a
superintendent, I’d ride around all
day following him,” Wood said with a
chuckle.
He’s used many of the same
subcontractors for years. “I have a
lot of really, really good people who
work with me. They look out a lot
for me, and I do the same for them.
They take a lot of pride in their work,
and I have respect and appreciation
for them. They do really good work.”
Using the same subs over and over

Courtesy of Acadiana Virtual Tours
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“makes it easier for them and me.
We know what to expect from each
other.”
Reputation is paramount to Jeff
Wood’s business. “My own reputation
is really important to me, and I try for
100 percent positive feedback from

Courtesy of Acadiana Virtual Tours

all of my homebuyers. Everybody’s
heard horror stories about builders
who cheated customers or couldn’t
meet expectations. I never want to be
‘that guy.’ I was brought up to believe
that anything worth doing is worth
doing right.”

“I have a lot of really, really good
people who work with me.....”
constructive criticism is more
important, he said, so that he knows
what homebuyers want or don’t want.
Interestingly, Wood has found
success through cooperative
competition by teaming up with
four or five other builders with good
reputations. They are in a group that
meets for lunch regularly to talk about
market trends. They even help each
other by sending buyers to others’
homes if another home is a better
fit for the customers’ needs. “I enjoy
working with other builders,” he
noted.

Courtesy of Acadiana Virtual Tours

Although he relies on word-ofmouth advertising, Wood participates
in the Parade of Homes every year.
“It’s an opportunity for people to see
my product. I personally am there
with my house. People can ask me
questions directly.” According to
Jeff, he gets new customers each year
through exposure at the Parade of
Homes.

Wood works to keep up with
changing market conditions. “As styles
and preferences change, I try to stay
relevant. I have a decorator, Beckie
Lagan, that I work with on each
house to stay current.”
He also tells his realtor, Pam
Bordelon of Van Eaton & Romero,
to report both positive and negative
feedback on his spec homes. The

Wood cares deeply about the
building industry and works to
enhance the reputation of all builders
as well as his own reputation. He’s
been active in the Acadiana Home
Builders Association (AHBA) since
2003 and has served nine years on its
board of directors. He’s in his second
year as an Acadiana representative
for the Louisiana Home Builders
Association.
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He said he’s made a lot of valuable
connections through his work with
the home builders’ associations, and
he plans to stay involved with their
activities even when he “retires” one

day.
Wood said he feels very fortunate
to have a job he loves and has always
felt a need to give back to the industry

and to the community that has been
so good to him. Building the 2010
Home for the Holidays was one way
he felt he could give back to both.
(Home for the Holidays is an
annual project of AHBA and
KATC-TV3. Each year, a builder
and associate members of AHBA
build a brand new, state-of-the-art
home which is given away in a raffle
drawing right before Christmas.
Proceeds from raffle ticket sales are
dedicated to local, shelter-related
charities.)
Yes, Jeff Wood loves building and
the building industry and hopes never
to “go to work” for decades to come!

You may contact Jeff Wood
Construction, LLC, at 215 Darbonne
Road, Lafayette LA 70508, or by
phone (337) 319-1620 or by fax
(337) 993-3092 or by visiting
www.jeffwoodconstruction.com.
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It Takes 22 Subcontractors to Build the Average Home
Paul Emrath recently discussed how the current
shortage of subcontractors in residential construction
is becoming more acute. This is significant, because
subcontractors are very important to the construction
of the typical home. Periodically, NAHB has found it
worthwhile to remind the public just how important.
NAHB addressed the topic most recently in the
September 2015 Special Study in Housing Economics.
The study clearly shows that builders’ use of
subcontractors remains as strong as ever. For example,
70 percent of builders typically use somewhere between
11 and 30 subcontractors to build a single-family home.
On average, 22 different subcontractors are used to build
a home.
Data for the study came from a set of special questions
added to the April 2015 survey for the NAHB/Wells
Fargo Housing Market Index.
The questions covered how often builders subcontract
23 specific jobs. In every case, the job was always
subcontracted by at least two-thirds of the builders. At
the low end of the scale, “only” 68 percent of builders
said they always subcontract finished carpentry. At the
other extreme, subcontracting is nearly ubiquitous for
some jobs. Over 90 percent of builders said they always
subcontracted concrete flatwork, masonry, drywall,
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foundations fireplaces, technology,
plumbing, electrical wiring, HVAC,
carpeting and security systems.
Even when builders don’t always
subcontract these jobs all they time,
it’s common to subcontract them out
at least part of the time.
About two-thirds of the builders in
the survey reported subcontracting
out 75 percent of the construction
cost in the average single-family home
they build. The average share of
construction costs subcontracted was
77 percent.
For more information, go to
HousingEconomics.com
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